
X-deals for the hungry and dying

When we hear the phrase starving artist or hungry artist, we usually think of free-spirited bohemians that have been forced to live in 
largely undesirable areas of cities, particularly places where rents are cheap -- places that would soon be subject to gentrification 
because of their very presence. What we should be thinking is to see hunger as value, not a physical quality. To be hungry is to not 
be satisfied with the status quo, to be hungry is to aspire for change.

Before there was a strong art market, artists formed support groups for themselves. In 1940s-60s Manila, there was the Saturday 
Group, the Sunday Group, or whatever day group. These were artists who had day jobs, mostly working for design and advertising. 
Some of these artists would later become recognised as stalwarts of post-war Philippine modernism.

Artist-run spaces and independent initiatives, whether they were founded in the 70s or late 90s are not really that different in spirit 
from these day groups. People gathered to support each other because there was no one else to cling to besides each other.

In the recent past Papaya, like most other spaces that emerged in the late 90s and early 2000s Manila -- Big Sky Mind, Surrounded 
By Water, etc -- initial operations were mostly exhibition-based and ran suspiciously like how a gallery should run. This was during 
a time that galleries were few, and most were in malls. There were not enough spaces for young artists to experiment when there 
were hardly enough spaces for older artists to exhibit.

So these spaces were founded to address a lack of space in the art ecology of that time. These Manila spaces ran for an average 
of a 3-year period. Their endings were mostly unplanned. Artists make bad business people. Unless of course you’re an artist who 
takes on business, which is the exception not the rule (Dirk Fleischmann, Yoshinori Niwa, Stephanie Syjuco, etc). It was usually 
a team effort, supported by a combination of collective incomes. Incomes derived from various means -- whether it was from 
occasional art sales or different odd jobs, usually in film, advertising and design. Again, not that different from post-war jobs artists 
had. Either that or you were filthy rich. 

Papaya was no different. Papaya co-founder Norberto Roldan supported the first few years of Papaya through a design job and 
an allocated income that was derived from a regular contract with the French Embassy from 2000 lasting until 2007. Papaya could 
have closed by then if not for a vocal support for its continued existence from the community.

Just at the time that most of the late 90s-early 2000s wave of spaces slowly started to close, by 2005 things started to change 
slowly. Silverlens transitioned from a salon in artist Isa Lorenzo’s house and into a full-fledged warehouse-type gallery in Pasong 
Tamo. It was a pioneering endeavour. Others have followed suit. This very same street is now where most commercial galleries in 
Manila are based.

Fortunately, the art market has been picking up since then and now Papaya is financially sustained by a trickle down effect from the 
art market and occasional (foreign-funded!) grants and projects. 

But we shouldn’t forget that there’s still places in the world with negligible art market presence, but with no shortage of great artists. 
So having a healthy and thriving art market is a bonus, not a prerequisite.

So to think that it’s partly thanks to a healthy primary and secondary market and recent art fairs in the region (such as Art Stage 
Singapore) that Papaya is still around denies the complexity and the true working economy of the Manila art ecosystem.

But before we elaborate, some points have to stated:
Papaya is as much interdependent as it is independent.
Papaya is not sustainable.
Papaya is destined to close.

The economy of Philippine art is an economy of x-deals, of barters and trades, of favours. It’s built on friendships and shared 
resources. Until now Papaya shares equipment to a number of different artists and other spaces -- one week our projector is with 
a group of activists, for a few days our sound system is with an artist-run film lab. Anyone who needs them. But besides the shared 
physical resources, the most valuable commodity is the presence and time we have for each other.

Papaya is sustained by a small community who like the kind of art that no one else thinks of as art (yet!) It aspires to provide 
a space for critique and experimentation. Papaya has transitioned from being a space for exhibitions, to a discursive and 
performative space. 

Papaya is a space for good and bad questions and projects that can both be great or total failures. It’s a halfway house for ideas, a 
space to hang out and have real conversations again, a chance to cook and share meals. It’s less about art than it is about being 
artists and being human again -- and questioning what that means in our current context. That community of humans has changed 
over time. 

Some have stayed, some have gone. Others have come in their place. Before we had plenty of angsty painters, now we have 
plenty of angsty sound artists.



Manila is not an easy city to navigate. It angers you. It tests your patience. It takes effort and dedication to get to places. We 
measure distance in time in a particular time of day, not in kilometres. If you’re an artist that’s part of a gallery, attendance in art 
openings is business. It’s usually a must. And lots of people go there to be seen. But attendance in an independent project space 
for a talk about a weird topic or community-science-project-as-art, you only come away with a head full of (new) ideas and maybe a 
few new friends (and enemies).

Galleries and museums (and artfairs) would say, we host those talks to (like the Southeast Asian Forum). But do your talks have 
free flowing alcohol during the talks and discussions? Let’s not forget the true Greek meaning of symposium -- it’s a drinking party 
and convivial discussion, usually held after a banquet. So Plato was not just a remarkable philosopher, he was an exceptional 
transcriptionist of drunken Greek philosophical conversations. And we make an effort for our discussions and banquets to be public, 
it’s just that we usually only have 20-30 people come.

But besides supporting your practice through a day job, through art sales, or occasional grants, have their been efforts to look for 
new models to sustain practice? Yes. Some more successful than others. 

Some have artists and curators and researchers in residence. Papaya has Catch272, a bar in residence. In due time, instead of 
Papaya subsidising Catch272, Catch272 will be be subsidising Papaya. Already it’s helping with rent.

In 2014, Papaya convened the Economics of Creative Autonomy, a series of talks to investigate other possible models. Among 
the participants was 98B, a collective founded in 2012, which runs a regular market and have made tactical partnerships with 
heritage building owners and small-business and design-oriented entrepreneurs in the area that they’re based. They have kept their 
operational costs afloat through revenues from these projects and partnerships. The 98B model aspired to become independent 
from grants. 

Others were far more radical. Usually formed along anarchist leanings, some spaces are in squats among the urban poor. By 
hacking the system, just like large majority of the Manila blue collar labor force, they don’t pay rent or mortgage or electricity or 
water. Because like the people they live with, they simply can’t afford it. So these collectives live in symbiosis with their immediate 
environment. They offer art and cooking workshops and day care for children, experiment with hacking new and old technologies 
and urban farming, they host occasional punk and noise artists and the more adventurous of visiting intellectuals.

Besides being totally dependent on a non-monetary economy, members of these collectives sometimes supplement their income 
with contractual and other odd jobs. Some were marijuana advocates, who sold marijuana for medical use -- mostly to mothers 
and the terminally ill. Unfortunately, some members of these anarchist collectives were killed by vigilante supporters of President 
Duterte. It’s not hard to guess which ones.

Everyone dies. Everything dies. From this point in seven years all the cells in our body would be entirely new. All cells are 
programmed to die. Cells that forget to die are what we call cancer cells. Cancer cells corrupt the bodies of their host.

The lack of sustainability can also be a value. Papaya doesn’t want to be a cancer. Papaya is a bad business model. More than 
money, it’s an expensive hobby sustained by mania and passion. These don’t pay rent. And these can also run out. Papaya is 
a performative endeavour, one that’s been endeavouring for almost 17 years this year. Papaya doesn’t want to become a self-
perpetuating institution or a professional 
gallery. Papaya has to die. And it’s always helpful to plan your next steps when you already have a clear goal and end in mind. 
So Papaya is in the process of going through its assets, collating and cataloging to later archive, critique and share. Are we still 
relevant? Will we still be relevant in the future? By 2020, Papaya is no longer green. It will be ripe and ready for the plucking. 
Working towards its death, Papaya is investing in possible futures.

(Green Papaya Art Projects will end all its programme in December of 2020, and will clean house and finally close in May of 2021)


